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Hans Price Academy Council Meeting Minutes 
Thursday 15th July 2021, 4.00pm 

Virtual meeting via TEAMS due to Covid-19 restrictions 
  

Key Issues (OFSTED Inspection February 2018)  
Leaders, and those responsible for governance should ensure that; 

• Pupils across the school make the progress they are capable of in Science 
 

Academy Council: 

David Jordan (DJ) CHAIR                 Sponsor 1 Steve Taylor (ST)                                                              CLF CEO 

Paul Marsh (PM)                               Sponsor 2 Tony Searle (TS)                                                               Principal 

Kathryn Volk (KV)                             Sponsor 3 Kathryn Askew-Smith (KAS) *                                           LA Rep 

Jon Hofgartner (JH)                          Sponsor 4 Rachel Allchurch (RA) *                                 Student Advocate 

Louise Statter (LS)* VICE CHAIR     Sponsor 5 In Attendance 

Leanne Swinney (LS)  *                        Teacher Hannah Jones (HJ)                                                  Vice Principal 

Christine Weeks (CW)                Support Staff  

Christopher Cox (CC) *                           Parent  

Vacancy                                                    Parent Sue Burns                                                                                 Clerk 

* <- Indicates absent.  <- Indicates question asked 
 
       

1, Welcome and apologies 
The meeting commenced at 4.00pm.  
DJ advised the Academy Council that a new Councillor (Kathryn Askew-Smith) has joined the Council 
and will be present at meetings from September 2021. 
Apologies were received and accepted for: LS, RA, CC and KAS. 
The meeting was deemed to be quorate.  
 
2, Declaration of Interests 
The Councillors confirmed that they had no pecuniary interests pertinent to the meeting. 
 
3, Minutes and Matters Arising from the previous meeting 
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed to be a true and accurate record and were signed 
electronically by the Chair.  
 
6, Steve Holland to provide data for the number of PP students on managed moves vs non-PP 
students – JH discussed this issue at his recent PP Link Visit. 
 
4, Review of Progress in Modern Foreign Languages – Helen Cox & Sian Angel 
Slides shared during the meeting. 
We were originally a very small department that only offered French. TS was committed to growing 
the department, so we introduced Spanish which began to enthuse pupils, then in 2018 we offered 
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foundation French and higher Spanish. The number of students tripled in 2019 and in 2020 and 2021 
we had two Spanish groups and one French group.  
In 2018 our French Progress 8 was slightly below but we were well above the national average for 9-4 
and Spanish has remained well above the national average. 
 
What do you put your success down to? 
We have several EAL students who elect to take Spanish and do very well in it, but in addition to this 
we have had three years of consistent teaching and have been very fortunate with our Teach First 
candidates. 
 
How have you promoted MFL at HPA? 
We introduce the subject area early and model the enjoyment of being able to speak an additional 
language, as well as careers that involve MFL.  
 
Has this year’s timetable impacted MFL? 
It has been challenging because linguists prefer ‘little and often’ as a good fit, but we have embraced the 
change and have provided additional resources like Active Learn so that pupils can hear the language in 
class and at home. Linguascope is also a good resource which is game based. 
 
The latest blackbox data indicates a positive Progress 8 but we are mindful that we will need to support 
the students with a recovery curriculum from September. 
 
How does Sian support you? 
Sian has the benefit of being objective because she doesn’t teach the students. Therefore, she can 
provide really good feedback and links to other departments. She also supports me with interrogating 
data. 
 
Sian, what are your priorities? 
Most of the subjects that I line manage are very practical, so it has been refreshing to have a new 
subject. We have been impacted by lockdown because if students didn’t engage in the lockdown work 
then they have significant gaps in foundation language skills. Helen’s leadership has ensured that 
languages have remained strong despite a high turnover of staff and staff absence. 
 
Sian, the Progress 8 data is not ‘real’ for 2020-21 and therefore is not a reliable indicator. How can you 
be confident that there is evidence that languages are improving? 
We are still receiving blackbox data and the TAG process was very robustly moderated. DOYA is not the 
strongest measure at the moment because of students having to work from home during lockdown. 
Over time there is an upward trend in improvement in languages. Book-looks and learning walks also 
underpin this conclusion. 
 
We have a long-term absence in the staff team and some students have already experienced this 
disruption, therefore we have provided additional support for revising and will amend the timetable to 
ensure that we cover any gaps, by switching the classes over. 
 
Spanish DOYA data indicates that there are gaps in learning, but we have identified which parts of the 
curriculum require re-teaching.  
Developing parity between the languages is key; we have more Spanish students than French students. 
This year we did not give children a choice about which language to choose, and this was received well 
by the parents. We aspire to grow dual-linguists, but this is not possible with the current timetabling. 
Therefore, we have discussed streaming with the top-sets being offered an additional language because 
this model has been successful in other schools. 
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Is this model used in other CLF schools? 
We don’t currently over more than one language to students in our CLF schools, although there will be 
some students who are dual-linguists because they are already speaking another language at home. 
 
We have growing numbers of students who are interested at taking a language at WHA at KS5. 
Encouraging and developing the talents of boys is a focus because the national trend is for fewer boys to 
take languages than girls. We have a male language teacher who is a role-model. 
The Primary links we have are with HMA and HVA and UVA and we aspire to grow this further next year 
with our new member of staff. 
Student numbers have been growing year-on-year and we are exploring a Period 7 Spanish opportunity. 
 
Are there opportunities for students to practice with one another? 
The keen students will visit the department during the day, and we encourage students to use dual-
lingo. We could consider reintroducing a language club at lunchtime. The Paris and Barcelona school 
trips had to be suspended due to Covid. 
 
Where will your department be in 12 months’ time? 
We will have a clear picture of how we will grow dual-linguists and whether streaming has been popular. 
Our CLF Weston hub would have grown stronger which will further support our primary students who 
then join Y7. 
 
If exams return next year, will the 0.82 P8 for Spanish and 1.56 for French progress be maintained? 
It will not be as strong as that because although the Y10s are good but there are not as many EAL 
students this year and there has been so much disruption to learning during the pandemic. 
 
The Academy Council congratulated Helen Cox on the extraordinary language department journey and 
her enthusiasm for languages. 
 
(Helen Cox left the meeting at 4.55pm) 
 
5, Careers – Sian Angell 
Papers shared via screen 
We used to have a paid Careers advisor for 1 day a week: 10% of our students in 2018 were NEET. 
We have changed our Careers provision to include a named Careers Advisor (trained to Level 6), and 
we have been working with a Careers Enterprise Agency and have adopted the Gatsby Benchmarks. 
We track careers engagement using bespoke software called ‘Unifrog’ and this information can then 
be used to populate their CV. 
 
6, Progress Against Gatsby Benchmarks 
1. A stable careers programme – 94% 
2. Learning from careers and labour market information – 100% 
3. Addressing the needs of each pupil – 81% 
4. Linking curriculum learning to careers – 81% 
5. Encounters with employers and employees – 75% 
6. Experiences or workplaces – 75% 
7. Encounters with further and higher education – 100% 
8. Personal guidance – 0% 
 
Gatsby Benchmark 8 is 0% why is this? 
We launched a year of activities with Careers Champions across the curriculum and arranged for 
employers to come into school, but then lockdown prevented this from taking place.  
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Our careers provision is described on the website and we aspire to provide annual one-to-one careers 
provision in Y10 or Y11 so that the students are well prepared for their next destination. 
 
(Sian Angell left the meeting at 5.05pm) 
 
7, Transition for Primary Students - Dawna-Marie Daw 
This has been challenging this year due to Covid bubbles, but we were determined to get the Y6s 
onto site and gave them a 2.5 hour visit to experience five different sessions consisting of a lesson, a 
culture assembly, a reading session including a free book, an academy tour and an introduction to 
being part of a College.  
 
The parental meetings have taken place, the feedback has been very positive and the students said 
they felt less stressed and anxious about going to Secondary School. Our staff really contributed to 
the transition activities and had to be creative about using large or outdoor spaces due to Covid. 
Some of the Y6 children missed the opportunity due to having to self-isolate so we have arranged a 
catch-up session tomorrow. 
 
How many Y7s are joining in September? 
210. 
 
What has been helpful in the transition design? 
We looked at our current Y7s and wanted to embed our culture before the students joined us. R2L 
was modelled throughout the academy so the new students will recognise the terminology and 
processes as soon as they join. 
 
The Academy Council thanked the HPA staff for their proactive work to ensure that the Y6 pupils 
were able to participate in transition activities, and Tony Searle for leading that vision. 
 
(Dawna-Marie Daw left the meeting at 5.20pm) 
 
8, Y10 Achievement - Adrian Esch and Carlos Hooper 
We have focused on the PPE (pre public exams, i.e. mocks) window and the complications of students 
having to self-isolate. Invigilator feedback was that the students were engaged and that behaviour 
was good. 
 
You have given yourself a judgement of 2, why not 1? 
Due to the level of disruption that we have experienced. We will need to make some changes to how 
we deliver PPE moving forward so that the process is more robust if it is disrupted. 
 
Girls are a key group? 
Girls are our biggest group of underperformance – there are six key students that have been identified 
and we are therefore delving into what the barriers may be and determining any trends. We will then 
plan how to address gaps in learning from September to ensure accelerated progress. 
 
AE – I agree with the judgement of a two. We arrange exams very well at HPA and work hard to ensure 
that the appropriate access arrangements are in place. Our students have had a lot of time working at 
home, so we have designed the PPE process to support this. We do not provide grades, just the areas 
that students need to improve in, and we have encouraged them not to leave any questions blank, 
which they have embraced. Each teacher has created a reflection sheet including prompt questions, 
because we know that students do better if they receive feedback quickly.  
 

https://hanspriceacademy.clf.uk/curriculum/careers-guidance/
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Are the Maths and English intervention teachers having impact on the key groups? 
We are reviewing the timetable this week and can then arrange laser meetings (with Heads of 
Department), at the beginning of next year to ensure that they receive key interventions. 
 
(Carlos Hooper and Adrian Esch left the meeting at 5.30pm) 
 
9, Planning for the AIP – Hannah Jones 
There are three key areas of the AIP: 
Disadvantaged Pupils; including success criteria for attendance, progress, achievement, participation 
and parent engagement. 
Attendance; including focusing on internal absence, mental health concerns, parental mental health, 
and ALP. 
Quality of Education; including raising standards, Y10 (because there is a two-year KS4), middle 
leadership, professional development in terms of the whole school offer, and curriculum sequencing. 
We were hoping to have an HPA SLT Away Day, but this will not be possible due to self-isolation, 
therefore we will work on the AIP over the next two weeks and at the beginning of September. 
 
How will you determine who will lead on these areas? 
The extended leadership team will work together and a SLT member will oversee the whole topic. 
Rebecca (the new AP) is responsible for inclusion and will work with Charlie who has enrichment as her 
whole school responsibility. They will work closely together to encourage disadvantaged students to opt 
into our enrichment activities. As a trauma aware school our enrichment plans will provide additional 
culture capital that these students may have missed. 
 
What areas of the AIP are you carrying forward from this year? 
Next year’s plan further develops last year’s plan because we have had to change and adapt this year’s 
plan due to disruption from Covid. We understand our children and their challenges but continue to 
develop new strategies to engage them and overcome barriers to learning. 
 
Do you have access to sufficient third-party agencies for mental health issues in parent groups? 
Working with external agencies is always problematic, but we have forged good relationships with 
North Somerset agencies like CAMHS, the Police and the virtual school. We have been providing a 
frame of reference for our parents so that they understand how their child’s attendance, behaviour, 
and learning compares to their peers - we can then signpost support. There will be a lot of staff training 
required, but there are also some parenting services that we can signpost to. 
 
(Hannah Jones left the meeting at 5.45pm) 
 
10, Approval of Policies 
None. 
 
11, Governance Matters for Board and COAC 
None. 
 
12, AOB 
The Academy Council thanked the SLT and HPA staff for all their hard work during the pandemic 
and wished them all a restful summer break. 
 
14, Next Meeting: Wednesday 22nd September 2021 @5.00pm      
 

Approved: Kathryn Volk   20/10/21 


